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ABSTRACT

Ataxin-1 is the protein responsible for the Spinocerebellar ataxia type 1, an incurable neurodegenerative disease caused by

polyglutamine expansion. The AXH domain plays a pivotal role in physiological functions of Ataxin-1. In Spinocerebellar

ataxia 1, the AXH domain is involved in the misfolding and aggregation pathway. Here molecular modeling is applied to

investigate the protein-protein interactions contributing to the AXH dimer stability. Particular attention is focused on: (i)

the characterization of AXH monomer-monomer interface; (ii) the molecular description of the AXH monomer-monomer

interaction dynamics. Technically, an approach based on functional mode analysis, here applied to replica exchange molecu-

lar dynamics trajectories, was employed. The findings of this study are consistent with previous experimental results and

elucidate the pivotal role of the I580 residue in mediating the AXH monomer-monomer interaction dynamics.
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INTRODUCTION

Ataxin-1 is the protein responsible for the Spinocer-

ebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1), an incurable neurodege-

nerative disease, related to an anomalous expansion of

the polyglutamine (polyQ) tract,1,2 which leads to the

formation of toxic aggregates and neural cellular

death.

It has been convincingly demonstrated that protein

domains, other than the expanded polyQ tract, are

involved in the pathogenesis.1,3–5 In particular, experi-

mental studies have shown that the AXH domain, a

globular region far from the PolyQ tract and responsible

for the transcription repression activity, modulates

Ataxin-1 misfolding and the aggregation pathway.6 Simi-

lar mechanisms can be observed in other polyQ patholo-

gies such as SCA3, or misfolding-based diseases such as

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The key role played by the

AXH domain in the Ataxin-1 aggregation pathway is

borne out by the replacement of the AXH domain with

the homologous sequence of the transcription factor

HBP1,6 resulting in a significant reduction of Ataxin-1

aggregation. At the same time, an intrinsic tendency to

form fibers, in absence of thermal induction or chemical

destabilization, was observed in the isolated AXH.6

The AXH domain, the only globular region identified

in ATXN17 so far, is an unusual chameleon protein
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constituted by an asymmetric homo-dimer,1 and with an

interface characterized by 20-residue motifs mutually

adapting, although different.4 Several experimental stud-

ies have identified the AXH dimer as the predominant

species in solution,8 unlike the homologous protein

HBP1, which predominantly appears in monomeric

form.3 Despite the well-preserved tertiary and quaternary

structure, the N-terminal (Nter) region of each AXH

monomer, which is involved in the dimer interface,7

adopts different topologies leading to asymmetric

dimeric interfaces.4

Recently, classical and biased molecular dynamics

(MD) has been applied to investigate the extensive con-

formational fluctuation of the Nter tail of the AXH

monomer (AXHm) in solution.9 It has been demon-

strated that AXHm is characterized by a relatively stable

structure with, in general, highly conserved domains,

except for the Nter tail switching between several

conformations.

Based on those findings, and in accordance with previ-

ous observations,7 it has been suggested that interactions

leading to the dimer formation might be able to stabilize

the Nter region of the AXHm, which is involved in the

dimeric interface.9 However, several issues concerning

the protein-protein interactions characterizing AXH con-

formational stability and, more generally, a dynamic

description of protein conformational changes at dimer

interface, are still unknown. Computational approaches,

and in particular MD, have often demonstrated to be a

powerful tool to explore the protein2protein interactions

and conformational changes with atomistic resolu-

tion.10–17 In particular, the dimensionality reduction of

the trajectory obtained from Replica Exchange Molecular

Dynamics (REMD) simulations can be an effective

instrument in the identification of the protein-protein

dominant binding modes. In this regard, Functional

Mode Analysis (FMA) has been recently developed to

identify collective atomic motions maximally related to

the fluctuation of specific variables of interest.18

In this work REMD19 is applied to investigate

protein-protein interactions leading to the AXH dimer

stability, focusing on: (i) the characterization of the

AXH monomer2monomer interface, and (ii) the

molecular description of the monomer-monomer inter-

action dynamics. A coupled approach, based on FMA

applied to REMD trajectories to describe protein con-

formational changes at the dimer interface, is employed.

The findings of the study, in agreement with previous

experimental results,7 demonstrate the pivotal role of

the I580 residue in mediating the AXH monomer2mo-

nomer interaction dynamics. Finally, the computational

results here presented might also be seen as a starting

point for further ad hoc experiments focused on evalu-

ating the role of residues here identified in the stability

of AXH dimer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Replica exchange molecular dynamics
and mode analysis

The crystal structure of the AXH dimer (PDB code

4APT7), already employed in a previous study,9 was

selected here as a starting structure. The 4APT7 model

contains two interacting AXH dimers, AB and CD,

(where A, B, C, and D are monomers with identical

sequence). For the sake of consistency with the previous

literature,7 residue numbering refers to the UniProtKB/

Swiss-Prot entry No. P54253 11. Each dimer structure

AB and CD was placed in a dodecahedron box where the

minimum distance between the protein and the edge of

the box was set up to 1.2 nm. The box was then fully

solvated in explicitly modeled water, and the total charge

was neutralized by the addition of Cl2 and Na1 ions.

Each system consisted of about 40,000 interacting par-

ticles. These systems were first minimized by applying

the steepest descent energy minimization algorithm, fol-

lowed by preliminary position restrained MD of 100 ps

(NPT, 1 atm and 310 K) and 50 ps (NVT, 310 K) dura-

tion. Then, 128 replicas were generated with tempera-

tures ranging from 300 K to 666 K, and distributed

applying the exponential spacing strategy, as previously

suggested20,21 (Supporting Information 1.1). A first

NVT position restrained MD was run on each replica for

100 ps. Finally a 50 ns of production NVT-REMD was

carried out on each replica at its own temperature,

according to previous works.22–24

The replicas’ exchange interval of 1 ps was considered

as being large enough compared to the coupling time of

the heat bath (s 5 0.1 ps). The resulting exchange proba-

bility was 0.4.

To obtain the canonical average of each physical quan-

tity, the computational data were analyzed as it is usually

done in REMD,23 that is, by time-averaging data over all

trajectory steps corresponding to the chosen temperature

(in this work 310 K).

As a control, for each AXH dimer, a 500 ns classical

MD production run was performed in the NVT ensemble

at 310 K.

AMBER99-ILDN force-field25,26 was used to define

the protein topology,25,27 and the TIP3P model28 was

used to represent the water molecules. The GROMACS

4.6 package was applied for MD simulations and data

analysis.29

The residues most responsible for monomer-monomer

interaction were identified by contact probability plots.

Contact probability for each residue was calculated, as

reported elsewhere,30 using the following procedure. For

each snapshot extracted from the REMD replica at

310 K, the distance between a residue in one monomer

and all residues pertaining to the other monomer was

calculated. If at least one distance value, among the
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residue2residue distances, was equal or less than a cho-

sen threshold (0.2 nm), the residue of the first monomer

was considered in contact with the interacting one in

that snapshot. The number of “contact snapshots”

divided by the number of total snapshots taken out from

the MD trajectories was defined as the contact probabil-

ity associated with the residue.30

FMA was applied to the REMD trajectory at 310 K to

reduce the dimensionality of the system. This allowed the

elucidation of collective motions directly related to a

specific molecular event.18 The applied method detects a

collective motion maximally correlated to the fluctuation of

the quantity of interest, that is, in the case under study the

monomer2monomer distance. Assuming that the variable

of interest is a linear function of the Principal

Components, the maximally correlated vector can be

derived by maximizing the Pearson coefficient18 to

quantify the contributions of the individual PCA vectors to

the fluctuations of the variables of interest. This approach

yields a single collective mode, which drives the

phenomenon under investigation, referred to as ensemble-

weighted Maximally Correlated Motion (ewMCM).

In applying FMA, it is crucial to cross-validate the

derived model for an independent set of simulation

frames. The established approach applied for cross-

validating the obtained results is to divide the simulation

into a subset of frames for model building and a subset

of frames for cross-validation. In this work, the obtained

maximally correlated motion was validated by predicting

the function of interest, in the cross-validation subset,

with Pearson correlation coefficient higher than 0.99.

Further details of the FMA calculation are provided as

Supporting Information S1.2.

RESULTS

Along the REMD trajectories, the temperature axis was

widely explored by each replica and acceptance ratios of

more than 0.4 were obtained (Supporting Information

S1.1). The computational data were analyzed as time

averages over all trajectory steps corresponding to 310K,

to study: (i) protein2protein interactions characterizing

the AXH dimer, and (ii) protein conformational changes

at the dimer interface with atomistic resolution.

More data regarding the structural integrity of the

individual monomeric units at 310 K are reported in

Supporting Information S1.3.

It is important to remark that the REMD trajectory at

310 K did not sample any dissociation event in AB and

CD dimers (Supporting Information Movie 1). Data

coming from classical MD simulations on AB and CD

systems were in close agreement with the REMD trajec-

tory at 310 K (Supporting Information S1.4).

The dimerization interface in both AB and CD dimers

buried 14.5 nm2 of solvent accessible surface. >55% of

the contact area is composed of hydrophobic contacts

(Supporting Information S1.1). The monomers’ second-

ary structure30 was evaluated by averaging the 1000 con-

figurations taken from the REMD trajectory at 310K

(Fig. 1). It was found that the AXH secondary structure

was highly conserved among A, B, C and D monomers,

Figure 1
Secondary structure probability calculated for each monomer (A,B,C
and D) over the REMD trajectory at 310 K in case of AB and CD

simulations. The Nter tail is also highlighted.

Figure 2
Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) calculated for each monomer

(A, B, C and D) over the REMD trajectory at 310 K in case of AB
(top) and CD (bottom). The N-ter tail is also highlighted in figure.
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with some exceptions. The main observed differences

involve the Nter region, which promotes the asymmetry

of the dimerization interface by achieving several differ-

ent conformations. In agreement with previous investiga-

tions,7 it was found that the protomers B-D differ from

A-C, forming a structured helix between residues P568-

T570 and P573-F575.

The conformational heterogeneity, or plasticity, of the

Nter region also resulted in different Root Mean Square

Fluctuation (RMSF) values (Fig. 2). In particular, mono-

mers A and C exhibited higher RMSF values, correspond-

ing to L577 (0.3 nm), with respect to other monomers

(0.15 nm). On the contrary, higher fluctuation values

(higher than 0.3 nm) for residue Y574 were found in the

case of monomer B and D. Another RMSF difference

between monomers was located at K638. The cause of the

high fluctuation value (0.45 nm) calculated in the case of

monomer A was identified in the partial unfolding of the

site when compared to other monomers (Fig. 1).

The monomer-monomer residues’ contact probability

plot is presented in Figure 3. Notably, the dimerization

interface was mainly characterized by the interaction

between the Nter and C-terminal tails (Fig. 3). Moreover,

interacting interfaces were essentially characterized by

noncharged residues. In particular I580 is the residue

most frequently involved in the AB dimerization inter-

face, being part of the contact area over the 95% of the

total sampled configurations. Additional residues M566,

L571, S642, S685, and S686 were characterized by lower

contact probability values (lower than 50%). In the case

of the CD dimer, also R665 and L688 were markedly

involved in the dimer interface, as demonstrated by con-

tact probability values of 95% and 98%, respectively.

In view of the already known free energy landscape of

the AXH monomer in solution,9 it is interesting to

notice how each Nter conformation sampled for AXH

monomers (A, B, C, and D) by REMD at 310K falls in

the previously estimated free energy landscape.

It is worth to mention that the free energy landscape of the

AXH monomer was calculated in our previous work9 by

applying the Boltzmann Inversion procedure to the probabil-

ity distribution of the projections along first and second Prin-

cipal Components taken from the REMD trajectory at 310 K

for a single monomer in water9 (Fig. 4). Black dots in Figure

4 indicate the position on the free energy landscape9 in term

of first and second Principal Components of AHX monomers

extracted from the REMD trajectory at 310 K, where mono-

mers are bound in a dimeric form.

Findings presented in Figure 4 describe how monomer

A and C conformational state is influenced by the

Figure 3
AXH inter-monomer contact probability plot calculated for AB and CD dimers by applying a distance cut-off of 0.2 nm. Residues mainly involved
in the monomer-monomer contact area are reported in black.

Figure 4
Free energy profile (kJ/mol) of the AXH monomer represented as func-

tion of the first and second Principal Component projection calculated
in our previous work 9. Labels indicate the position on the free energy

landscape in term of first and second Principal Component projection

values of the A, B, C and D monomer conformational states sampled
in this work along the REMD trajectory at 310K.
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presence of the other interacting monomer B and D, and

vice versa. In particular, part of the accessible Nter

arrangements previously observed for the AXH mono-

mer,9 were never observed throughout the AXH dimer

dynamics. These findings support the hypothesis that the

interactions leading to the dimer formation are able to

stabilize the Nter region of the AXH, which is involved

in the dimeric interface, as recently proposed.7,9

FMA was applied to describe the fluctuation of the

inter-monomer distance in terms of internal collective

motions of the protein. From FMA it was possible to

characterize the contribution of individual PCA vectors

to the fluctuations of the monomer2monomer distance,

yielding a single vector which drives the monomer2

monomer interaction mode, referred to as ewMCM. The

analysis of the REMD trajectory at 310 K filtered on the

ewMCM, allowed the identification of those residues

responsible for the fluctuation of the AB and CD distan-

ces (Fig. 5).

In particular, protein domain Q620-P650 was charac-

terized by the highest fluctuation along the filtered tra-

jectory (Fig. 5), suggesting a possible key role in affecting

Figure 5
Color map of the B-values reported on the AB and CD dimers (top). The B-values are quantified starting from the RMSF plot calculated over the
REMD trajectory at 310K filtered on the ewMCM (bottom).
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monomer2monomer distance. Also, the Nter tail of

monomer A showed high RMSF values. Molecular arrange-

ments of dimers AB and CD are shown in Figure 5, where

B-values correspond to the RMSF plot mentioned above.

The trajectory filtered on the ewMCM is shown in Figure

6 and Supporting Information Movie 2. To provide a more

explanatory visual inspection of the functional motion that

makes the inter-monomers distance (d) fluctuating within

the range n 3 rd (where rd is the standard deviation of

d), the extension of the motion was artificially emphasized

(Fig. 6 and Supporting Information Movie 3, obtained

imposing n 5 6).

It can be observed that along the monomer-monomer

interaction mode, the Nter tail of one monomer (B/D)

remains in contact with the other one (A/C). Most

importantly, the monomer2monomer interaction mode

is far from a simple rigid translation between monomers,

exhibiting instead a roto-translational dynamics around a

well-defined fulcrum positioned at the Nter basis, where

the I580 residues are positioned. The proposed AXH

monomer-monomer binding motion confirms the

leading role of I580 in affecting the dimer stability as

suggested by recent experimental findings.7

DISCUSSION

The present work has been mainly focused on the

AXH domain, which is thought to play a key role in the

physiological function of the Ataxin-1, and which has

been demonstrated to form amyloid fibers in vitro with-

out the presence of any destabilizing conditions.6 The

extraordinary structural plasticity, together with the

unusual chameleon folding, have made the AXH domain

conformational properties the subject of several

studies.1,3–5,8,9,31

Starting from the assumption that the equilibrium

among monomer, dimer and tetramer species of the

AXH represents an important point of the aggregation

pathway for Ataxin-1,32 the main aim of this study is to

better identify those inter-monomer interactions which

are mainly involved in the AXH dimer stability. Results

have been obtained by bridging together two approaches:

REMD, which provides an enhanced conformational

sampling throughout the AHX dimer dynamics, and

FMA, which allows dimensionality reduction of the

REMD trajectory, thus revealing the motion mode

related to the monomer-monomer binding.

Hence, the main novelty of this work resides in the

use of molecular simulations and enhanced sampling

methods to provide: (i) the characterization of the AXH

monomer2monomer interface, and (ii) the molecular

description of the AXH monomer2monomer interaction

mode.

Supported by very recently estimated AXH monomer

free energy landscape,9 the findings of this study have

highlighted how several accessible Nter arrangements,

achievable for free AHX monomers in solution, are never

observed in the dimeric form. Thus, our findings (1)

support the already suggested 7,9 hypothesis that interac-

tions leading to the dimer formation are able to stabilize

the Nter region of the AXH, which is involved in the

dimeric interface, and (2) confirm that the protein’s Nter

region is characterized by conformational heterogeneity

in terms of its secondary structure (Fig. 1).

In particular, it has been observed that the protomers

B-D differ from A-C, and form a structured helix

between residues P568-T570 and P573-F575.

Interacting interfaces are essentially characterized by

noncharged residues differently from what was observed,

for example, for another member of the polyQ family,

the Ataxin-3 (ATX3),30,33 where the Josephin Domain

(JD) plays a role in modulating the ATX3 fibrillization

pathway. In details, recent investigations30,33 have indi-

cated that the JD-JD binding might be mainly driven by

electrostatic interactions involving charged residues such

as Arginine. In the case of AXH dimers, I580 has been

Figure 6
Visual inspection of the essential trajectory performed along the
ewMCM. The Nter region is highlighted in red (monomer B) and blue

(monomer A). Amino acid I580 is highlighted in green. The extension
of the motion has been artificially emphasized.
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found most frequently involved in the dimerization

interface, as being part of the contact area involving over

the 95% of the total sampled configurations (Fig. 3).

The key role of I580 is also highlighted by the

monomer-monomer interaction mode proposed in this

work. The monomer2monomer interaction mode is

characterized by a roto-translational dynamics around a

well-defined domain including the I580 residue, which

acts as a fulcrum. This finding highlights the leading role

of I580 in modulating the AXH monomer-monomer

interaction, in agreement with a recent experimental

study,7 reporting that the population of the monomeric,

dimeric and tetrameric species can be strongly modified

by a mutation on I580. Specifically, I580 mutations

destabilize the dimer structure, by increasing the mono-

meric species in the AXH population.7 Together with the

above mentioned pieces of evidence, the results of this

work confirm the pivotal role of the I580 residue in

stabilizing the AXH dimer.

Finally, additional residues M566, L571, S642, R665,

S685 and S686 and L688 were identified here as a poten-

tially important regions involved in the AXH inter-

monomer interface (Fig. 3). In this connection, the

results here presented can be considered as a starting

point for further ad hoc experimental and computational

studies aimed at validating the direct involvement of

these residues in the AXH dimer stability. Moreover,

starting from the knowledge of the ewMCM derived

from FMA, further investigations are planned and will

help in estimating the free energy landscape correspond-

ing to the monomer2monomer dimerization process.
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